DO YOU WANT TO BUILD A SNOWMAN?
(Important Term of Use Note)
(This pattern was created by Colleen Hays aka Chaysie Crochet on youtube.com
along with at YarnWars.net and is being offered free to the public for creation
purposes. Selling this pattern is strictly prohibited, however, selling the creation
made from this pattern is fine. On another note, there was a lot of time and effort
that went into creating this pattern to make available free to the public. Altering this
pattern for distribution purposes is strictly prohibited. If you plan on offering this
pattern to your group or members, please link directly to
http://www.facebook.com/yarnwars. If you are happy with this Disney’s Frozen Olaf
pattern, please link to Yarnwars.net via the facebook page to credit the author. )
(Also note: We have no affiliation whatsoever to the Disney Company, affiliates of or
anything related.)
IMPORTANT PATTERN INFO- PLEASE READ!
My suggestion would be for you to make the bottom, middle and head section
BEFORE attaching your feet, this way, you don’t have an issue with where you are
starting your lip on the head. I hope this makes sense. This is my first shared
pattern with the world, so please be patient with me, I will answer any and all
questions you have as soon as I am able.
Thank you so much for your interest in this pattern! ~Colleen

Inspired by Disney’s Hit Movie Frozen, Snowman Olaf Crochet
Pattern, by Colleen Hays

What you will need:
Yarn: White, Brown & Orange
G-hook 4.25mm for the body, D, E or F hook for the arms

White & black felt for mouth & teeth – crochet version now available at
bottom of pattern for mouth and teeth.
Googly eyes – Crochet eyes are now included at bottom of pattern
Stuffing
Scissors
Blunt needle Stitch Marker
Craft glue or glue gun
Needle and thread for attaching embellishments (optional)
Any type of round black embellishments that you can attach for Olaf’s
buttons in front of body, ex: black buttons, black felt, small round
black crochet balls.
Technique:
If you need help with any of the techniques in this pattern, please visit
my video list at Crochaysies Youtube Videos. Some of these
techniques include the Magic loop, front or back post double crochet,
invisible decrease. Each of these and more are located at the link
above.
A complete video playlist is available for this pattern on
Youtube
Thank you!
Pattern & Instructions:
FEET: (Make 2)
(Video Tutorial for Feet)
1. Make a magic loop & sc 6 into loop. (Do not join at the end of
each row.)
2. Increase by 2 sc in ea sc around (12)
3. 1 sc in ea sc, back loop only, around (12)
4. 1 sc in ea sc, both loops, around (12)
5. 1 sc in ea sc around (12)
6. 1 sc in ea sc around (12)
7. Decrease over nxt 2 sc around (6) Finish off leaving a tail to sew
feet to body. Stuff feet, & set aside.
(See video on invisible decrease)
LOWER BODY SEGMENT:
(3 Part video for lower & upper body segments - Part 1, Part 2, Part
3, if you prefer to crochet along!)

1. Make a magic loop & sc 6 into loop (6) (Do not join at the
end of each row.)
2. Increase by 2 sc in ea sc around (12)
3. *1 sc in nxt sc, 2 sc in next* repeat * around (18)
4. *1 sc in nxt 2 sc, 2 sc in next* repeat around (24)
5. *1 sc in nxt 3 sc, 2 sc in next* repeat around (30)
6. 1 sc in each sc around, back loop only, (30)
7. 1 sc in each sc around, both loops, (30)
8. 1 sc in each sc around (30)
9. 1 sc in each sc around (30)
10. 1 sc in each sc around (30)
11. *1 sc in nxt 4 sc, 2 sc in next* repeat around (36)
12. 1 sc in each sc around (36)
13. 1 sc in ea sc around (36)
14. 1 sc in ea sc around (36)
15. *1 sc in next 4 sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around
(30)
16. 1 sc in ea sc around, back loop only (30)
17. 1 sc in ea sc around, both loops (30)
18. *1 sc in nxt 3 sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around
(24)
19. *1 sc in nxt 2 sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around
(18)
20. *1 sc in nxt sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around
(12)
PAUSE at this time to attach the feet to the bottom of the body
segment along with buttons if you are attaching them with thread or
yarn. (ONLY ATTACH FEET & BUTTONS AT THIS TIME IF YOU
ARE MAKING OLAF IN SECTIONS!!) Start stuffing the bottom body
segment at this point.
We are working straight into the mid/upper body section in this
pattern. If you choose to make and sew the segments separately, you
will follow the notes at the end of this pattern to start each new
segment.
UPPER BODY SEGMENT
(Again, continuing from where we left off at 12 stitches in Lower Body
Segment…)
1. *1 sc in nxt sc, 2 sc in next* repeat around (18)
2. *1 sc in nxt 2 sc, 2 sc in nxt* repeat around (24)
3. 1 sc in ea sc around, back loops only (24)

4. 1 sc in ea sc around, both loops (24)
5. 1 sc in ea sc around (24)
6. 1 sc in ea sc around (24)
7. 1 sc in ea sc around (24)
8. 1 sc in ea sc around, back loops only (24)
9. 1 sc in ea sc around, both loops (24)
10. *1 sc in nxt 2 sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around (18)
11. *1 sc in nxt sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around (12)
PAUSE, sew on Olaf’s button or other appliqué for his upper body
button (ONLY SEW BUTTONS ON AT THIS TIME IF YOU ARE
MAKING OLAF IN SECTIONS!!). stuff
12. *1 sc in nxt sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around (8)
HEAD
(Video Tutorial for Head)
(Working from UPPER BODY SEGMENT directly into HEAD section…)
1. 1 sc in ea sc around (8)
2. *1 sc in 1st sc, increase with 2 sc in next sc* repeat around
(12)
3. *1 sc in nxt 2 sc, 2 sc in nxt sc* repeat around (16)
4. 1 sc in ea sc around (16)
5. 1 sc in ea sc around (16)
6. 1 sc in ea sc around (16)
7. 1 sc in ea sc around (16)
8. 1 sc in ea sc around (16)
9. 1 sc in ea sc around (16)
This next section of the head is a little tricky. See VIDEO for visual
explanation.
When you begin row 10, you will want to make sure you are
starting at the right side of Olaf’s body as Olaf is facing you. (SEE
DIAGRAM and/or VIDEO). For this reason, you will want to wait to
place your embellishments to make sure your face is positioned
correctly.
10. Front post dc into each of the next 6 sc, sc into the next 8
sc which will bring you back around to the right side of Olaf.
2 sc in last sc. (16)
If you have completed row 10 correctly, you will have the upper lip
formation of Olaf’s mouth across the front of Olaf’s face and you will
end where you began, with your next stitch being the first fpdc that
you created in row 10…

11. Back post dc into each of the 6 front post dc that you
created, inc with 2 sc into next sc, 1 sc into next 8 sc, In the
last sc, make an inc with 2sc into last sc. (18)
12. *1 sc in nxt sc, decrease over nxt 2 sc* repeat around
(12)
13. 1 sc in ea sc around (12)
14. Decrease over nxt 2 sc, sc in nxt 8 sc, decrease over last 2
sc. (10)
15. 1 sc in ea sc around (10)
16. 1 sc in ea sc around (10)
Sew on CARROT NOSE. (See CARROT NOSE pattern below.) Stuff.
17. *1 sc in nxt 3 sc, decrease with 2sc in next sc* repeat
once (8)
18. Weave around front loop of ea stitch for clean FO. This will
also keep the top of your Olaf head a bit rounder.
Finish off.
BRANCH ARMS (Make 2)
(Video Tutorial for Arms)
1. Decide placement on either side of Olaf’s UPPER BODY
SEGMENT. Insert your hook into the sc on already finished body
part and through the other side of sc.
2. CH 14
3. sc into 2nd chain from hook, slip stitch into nxt 2 ch
4. CH 4
5. sc into 2nd chain from hook, slip stitch into nxt 2 ch
6. CH 4
7. sc into 2nd ch from hook, slip stitch into nxt 2 ch
8. CH 4
9. sc into 2nd ch from hook, slip stitch into nxt 2 ch
You have just made the arm and 4 fingers.
10.
pull your fingers around to form a hand and slip into the ch
following the 2nd slip stitch made in the very first finger.
11.
Hide your tail into the palm of hand, for the tail near the
body, wrap tail around the bottom part of arm and tie off, FO.
12.
Repeat for 2nd arm on opposite side of body.
I have created a video tutorial for Olaf’s arms, so if you are struggling
at all in this section CLICK HERE for video tutorial)
CARROT NOSE (Use your smaller hook for this)
(Video Tutorial for Carrot Nose) REVISED

(This part is a doozy because of the tight stitch space! This is how I
made my carrot nose. If you have a less head throbbing method, I
would say, go with it!)
1. Make a magic loop and sc 6 into loop (6)
2. 1 sc in ea around (6)
3. 1 sc in ea around (6)
4. dec, sc in nxt 2 st, dec (4)
5. FO leaving long tail to weave through to bottom to stitch onto
your Olaf doll.
FO and shape nose as best as you can into carrot shape, don’t stuff.
HAIR
(Video Tutorial for Hair)
This part is pretty simple. You are only going to need your brown
thread and blunt needle. You will weave your hair in the top of your
head, tying it together to hold it in place. Follow video tutorial above,
for more specific information.
EYEBROWS
(Video Tutorial for Eyebrows)
For the eyebrows, what I have done here is, with blunt needle and
brown yarn, I go in at the hair line with the needle, coming out in the
stitch I want to begin my eyebrow, I create my 1st eyebrow then
coming in with my needle at the starting position of my 2nd eyebrow.
When finished stitching my eyebrows, I come up through the hairline
to finish off.
It is much easier to show this method than to explain in writing, so
feel free to check out my video tutorial above!

NEW!! ALTERNATIVES TO GLUE ON PIECES: FULL
CROCHET OLAF!
(Video Walkthrough for the Crocheted add-ons)
CROCHET EYES
Use G or F hook here: If you wish to crochet your eyes, it is this
simple!
With your white yarn, make your magic circle, work 4 sc into the
circle, join.

With your black yarn, stitch your black into the white to create the
black of eye, OR, cut out a small round piece of black felt & with black
thread and needle, tack in place in center of white of eye, or wherever
you’d like to place it.
CROCHET MOUTH
Use a G or F hook here: Ch2, in 2nd ch from hook, work the following
stitches:
1sc, 1hdc, 1dc, 2 treb crochet, 1dc, 1hdc, 1sc, fo & stitch to face just
below the top lip, forming mouth as you stitch in place.

CROCHET TEETH
With your D hook, ch5, sc in 2nd ch from hook and remaining 3 ch (4),
ch1, sc in ea st across, FO
NOTE: For the mouth to work out right crocheted, you will need to use
a smaller hook. I am using a D hook for my teeth, when I used a G
hook for my mouth

NOTES FOR CREATING & ATTACHING OLAF IN PIECES
If choosing to make and sew each segment of Olaf separately, you will
make your feet as noted in pattern, make your lower body segment,
also as noted in pattern, but after row 20 in LOWER BODY SEGMENT,
you will add this next step:
21. Decrease over nxt 2 sc around (6) Finish off leaving a tail
to attach to upper body. Stuff & set aside.
FOR UPPER BODY SEGMENT, you will start this segment with:
Magic loop & sc 6 into loop (6) (Do not join at the end of each
row.)
Increase by 2 sc in ea sc around (12)
Next you will pick up from round 1 of the pattern for this
section. After row 12, you will continue on with the following:
13. Sew on embellishment, create arms, as noted in pattern (SEE
VIDEO FOR OLAF ARMS). Stuff, finish off & set aside.

For the HEAD section, you can simply begin with a magic loop working
8 sc into the loop, and then continue on with row 1 in the pattern.
Some people may prefer this method to avoid the bulk of the rest of
the project getting in the way.
If you choose to work this project in segments, you will just finish off
each segment, stuffing each piece separately, and then sew together
in the end.

HEY!! WE JUST BUILT A SNOWMAN!! =)

